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Abstract

Objective: Liver carcinoma is a common malignant tumor. In this study, an orthotopic liver carcinoma model was established by B-ultrasound, and the therapeutic effect of sinomenine (Sin) on the disease was investigated.

Methods: SD rats were randomly divided into control, Sin, Sorafenib (Sor), and combination (Sin+Sor) groups (n=8). An orthotopic liver carcinoma model was established by inoculating N1-S1 cells into the rat liver by B-ultrasound-guided, and tumor volume was monitored three times by B-ultrasound after inoculation. After drug treatment, the tumor tissues were stained with HE and TUNEL, and the levels of inflammatory cytokines, ALT and AST were detected by ELISA. The numbers of erythrocytes, leukocytes and platelets were detected. Immunohistochemistry and immunofluorescence were used to detect the expression of Ki-67, CD44, VEGF and CD31. The levels of cell cycle, apoptosis-related proteins were detected by western blot.

Results: B-ultrasound monitoring found that Sin reduced tumor volume. Moreover, Sin improved tissue lesions, and promoted cancer cell apoptosis. Sin decreased the levels of inflammatory cytokines, AST and ALT, and decreased the numbers of erythrocytes, leukocytes and platelets. Simultaneously, the expressions of Ki-67, CD44, VEGF and
CD31 were decreased in the Sin group. Furthermore, Sin decreased the Bcl-2, Cyclin D1, CDK4, CDK6 and Survivin levels, but increased Bax, Cleaved-caspase3/pro-caspase3, P21 and P27 levels. More importantly, the combination of Sin and Sor treatment was more effective than treatment alone.

**Conclusion:** A rat orthotopic liver carcinoma model was established under the guidance of B-ultrasound, and Sin had a therapeutic effect on orthotopic liver carcinoma.

**Introduction**

Liver carcinoma is one of the most common malignant tumors, and its clinical manifestations include liver pain, fatigue, weight loss and other symptoms (Yan et al., 2022). Morbidity and mortality are high, and it imposes a serious burden on society and individuals (Su et al., 2022). Studies have found that surgical tumor resection and liver transplantation are the main treatment methods at present, but these two methods have problems such as high recurrence probability, difficult operation, lack of liver source, and poor prognosis (Leoni et al., 2022; Lu et al., 2022). Therefore, it is urgent and necessary to find potential therapeutic drugs for liver cancer.

B-ultrasound is the use of ultrasonic reflection, refraction and other physical properties in human tissue. Signals are received by the instrument to display the morphology of various tissues and organs to judge the lesion location, nature and degree of functional damage. The technology is used in clinical medicine for early diagnosis (Mueller et al., 2018; Hu et al., 2020; Rovida et al., 2022). There are various animal models of liver cancer, and intrahepatic injection of tumor cells through open abdomen is a common method for establishing orthotopic models of liver cancer (Jin et al., 2014). Cell injection guided by imaging technology, such as ultrasound equipment, greatly reduces the trauma and stress response of rats under the premise of ensuring the tumor formation rate (Buijs et al., 2012).

Sinomenine (Sin) is an alkaloid compound derived from the roots and stems of the ivy tree vine (Zheng et al., 2021). It has a variety of pharmacological activities such as sedative, anti-inflammatory, antibacterial, hypotensive, and immune regulation (Song...
et al., 2021). Recent studies have shown that Sin also has good anti-tumor effects, mainly by inhibiting tumor cell proliferation, inhibiting tumor invasion and metastasis, and inducing tumor cell autophagy (Shen et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2021). Sin has also been reported to protect against alcohol-induced liver injury in model mice (Fan et al., 2022). However, there are few reports about Sin on liver carcinoma, so it is very important to explore whether Sin has a protective effect on orthotopic liver carcinoma.

In this study, a rat model of orthotopic liver carcinoma was established by injecting liver carcinoma cells under the guidance of ultrasound. Moreover, the growth of the tumor and the tumor-inhibitory effect of Sin was evaluated by means of ultrasonic imaging detection to explore the therapeutic effect of Sin on orthotopic liver carcinoma.

**Materials and methods**

**Establishment of orthotopic liver carcinoma model and drug intervention**

SD rats (6 w, 180-220 g) were obtained from the Centre of Experimental Animals at the Shanghai Jihui Laboratory Animal Care Co., Ltd (Certificate No. SCXK (Hu) 2017-0012; Shanghai, China), and housed in an environment with 23-25°C and humidity of 55-70%. SD rats were fed with a standard diet and allowed free access to water. The rats were divided into 4 groups (n=8): Control (Con), Sin, Sor (sorafenib) and Sin+Sor group. Anesthesia was induced in a gas mixture of 95% oxygen and 5% isoflurane and maintained with 0.25-4% isoflurane via a nose cone. The rats were then placed in a supine position, the abdominal area was shaved and disinfected with betadine, and N1-S1 cells (2×10⁶ cells/rat, CRL-1604, ATCC) were inoculated under the guidance of ultrasound (Buijs, Geschwind et al., 2012). From day 11, Sin 20 mg/kg/d, Sor 7.5 mg/kg/d, and Sin 20 mg/kg/d + Sor 7.5 mg/kg/d were intraperitoneally injected in the Sin, Sor and Sin+Sor group, for 10 consecutive days, respectively. The Con group was injected with an equal volume of normal saline for 10 consecutive days.
B-ultrasound imaging for tumor formation monitoring

Rats were depilated for skin preparation, and an appropriate amount of ultrasound couplant was smeared on the exposed skin. The ultrasound probe on the digital color ultrasonic diagnostic apparatus [G50, VINNO Technology (Suzhou) Co., Ltd., China] was placed on the exposed skin to observe the tumor size changes in the monitor. In addition, tumor growth was detected by B-ultrasound on days 5, 10 and 20 from cell inoculation, and the size of two perpendicular diameters of each tumor was measured by B-ultrasound and expressed as the mean diameter.

On the 21st day, the rats in each group were euthanized by CO₂, peripheral blood was collected from the tail vein, and then the liver tissue was collected and stored for subsequent experiments. The abdominal cavity was dissected, ascites was collected, and liver tumor tissues were collected.

HE staining

10% formalin solution was used for fixation of liver tumor tissues for 12h. Then they were dehydrated by gradient ethanol, embedded in paraffin and cut into 5 µm sections for HE staining. The changes of liver tumor tissue structure were observed under a microscope. According to the results of HE staining, it was divided into 5 grades, with a score of 0-4. It mainly evaluates the infiltrated range of cancer cells in the liver tissue, the state of cells in the non-infiltrated part, and the intercellular space. The lower the score, the larger the infiltration range of the liver tissue by cancer cells, the damage to the cells in the non-infiltrated part, and the larger the intercellular space (Yousef et al., 2023).

TUNEL staining

The apoptosis of rat liver tumor tissues was detected by TUNEL kit (G1501, Servicebio, China). The paraffin sections were sequentially put into a gradient concentration of xylene and alcohol solution for dewaxing and dehydration. Then, the sections were reacted with proteinase K working solution at 37 °C for 20 min, washed, dripped with rupture solution (G1204, Servicebio, China). Then we added equilibration
buffer, mixed with TDT enzyme, dUTP, and buffer in the TUNEL kit according to the number of slices and tissue size, and then incubated for 1 h. After washing 3 times with PBS, the sections were immersed in a dye vat containing DAPI solution (G1012, Servicebio, China) and incubated for 10 min. After mounting the slides, the sections were observed with a fluorescence microscope (Eclipse C1, Nikon, Japan).

**Immunohistochemistry**

Liver tumor tissues were immersed in a 4% paraformaldehyde solution for fixation for 2 h. Then they were embedded in paraffin and cut into 5 µm sections. The liver sections were deparaffinized with xylene, dehydrated with gradient ethanol, and washed twice with water. The sections were incubated in 0.1% H₂O₂ solution for 30 min and rinsed with phosphate buffered saline 3 times, then blocked with 3% BSA, and then the primary antibodies Ki-67 (AF0198, 1:100, Affinity), CD44 (ab205921, 1:100, Abcam) and VEGF (ab32152, 1:100, Abcam) were added and incubated at 4°C overnight. Then the secondary antibody horseradish peroxidase-conjugated antibody (HRP) (ab97080, 1:500, Abcam) was added and incubated for 20 min. It was counterstained with hematoxylin for 3 min. Then the slices were observed with an optical microscope.

**ELISA**

The levels of IL-2, IL-6, IL-10 and TNF-α in liver tumor tissue homogenate, and the contents of ALT and AST in rat plasma were detected by relevant ELISA kits. The ELISA kits information is as follows: IL-2, IL-10 (PI577, PI525, Beyotime Biotech Inc), IL-6, TNF-α, ALT and AST (MM-0163M1, MM-0132M1, ml058648, ml059334, Shanghai Enzyme Linked Biotechnology Co., Ltd.), respectively.

**Blood cell counts**

The peripheral blood of rats was taken for counting erythrocytes, leukocytes and platelets by ADVIA 120 hematology system (Siemens Healthcare GmbH, Erlangen, Germany).
Immunofluorescence

Liver tumor tissues were placed in a 4% paraformaldehyde solution for fixation for 2h. 5-μm-thick sections were cut, then the slides were deparaffinized in xylene. Then we use gradient alcohol for dehydration and washed twice with distilled water. The section was blocked with 3% BSA. A rabbit primary antibody CD31 (AF0077, 1:100, Affinity) was added and incubated overnight. Then, a secondary antibody HRP, HRP-goat anti-rabbit IgG (ab97080, 1:500, Abcam) was added and incubated for 20 min. After that, peroxidase activity was induced and amplified with FITC-tyramide (B40932, 1:500, Thermo). Finally, the sections are stained with DAPI staining solution in the dark for 10 min. Then we added an autofluorescence quencher for 5 min, rinsed with water, mounted the slides, and observed and collected images by a fluorescence microscope.

Western blot

The levels of Bcl-2, Bax, Cleaved-caspase3, Pro-Caspase3, Cyclin D1, CDK4, CDK6, P21, P27 and Survivin in the rat liver tumor tissue were measured by western blot. First, we collected the total protein in rat liver tumor tissue and used the BCA protein kit (Solarbio, pc0020) to detect the total protein concentration. The tissue lysates were resolved in 10% or 12% SDS-PAGE gels and electrophoretically transferred onto a PVDF membrane. Then we blocked the PVDF membrane with 5% skimmed milk powder, put the membrane into the primary antibody Bcl-2 (AF6139, 1:1000, Affinity), Bax (AF0120, 1:2000, Affinity), Cleaved-caspase3 (AF7022, 1:1000, Affinity), Pro-Caspase3 (AF3311, 1:1000, Affinity), CyclinD1(AF0931, 1:1000, Affinity), CDK4 (DF6102, 1:1000, Affinity), CDK6 (DF6448, 1:1000, Affinity), P21 (AF6290, 1:1000, Affinity), P27 (AF6324, 1:1000, Affinity), Survivin (AF6017, 1:1000, Affinity) and β-actin (AF7018, 1:10000, Affinity) and incubated it overnight. Then the membrane was rinsed and HRP incubated for 20 min. The protein bands were detected by the ECL and the protein gray value was calculated by Image J.
Statistical analysis

SPSS 19.0 was used for data analysis. One-way ANOVA analysis of variance was used to compare data differences among multiple groups, and *post hoc* Tukey test was used for comparison between groups. Shapiro-Wilk was used to test the normality of the data. All data were expressed as mean± standard deviation. *P*<0.05 was regarded as statistically significant.

Results

Sin reduced tumor volume in rats

The ultrasound imaging results are shown in Figure 1. It can be seen that within 10 days after cell inoculation, there was no significant difference in the volume of liver tumors among the groups. After 20 days, relative to the Con group, the liver tumor volume of the rats in the Sin, Sor and the Sin+Sor group was significantly reduced. And Sin and Sor co-treatment suppressed tumor formation most notably.

The effect of Sin on histopathological changes of liver tumor

The results of HE staining are shown in Figure 2-a. The liver tumor tissue of the rats in the Con group was massively infiltrated by tumor cells, forming a complete tumor structure. The liver tumor tissue in the Sin, Sor, and the Sin+Sor group was also infiltrated to varying degrees, but the infiltrated volume was much smaller than that in the control group. In addition, the HE semi-quantitative scores of liver tumor tissue in the Sin, Sor, and the Sin+Sor group were significantly higher than those in the Con group (Fig. 2-b). The infiltrated liver tumor tissue in the Sin+Sor group was smaller than that in the Sin and Sor groups, but the semi-quantitative scores were higher than that in the Sin and Sor groups.

Sin promoted apoptosis in rat liver tumor tissue

The results of Sin on apoptosis of rat liver tumor cells are shown in Figure 2-c. The apoptosis rates of rat liver tumor cells in the Sin, Sor, and the Sin+Sor group were significantly higher than that in the Con group (Fig. 2-d). Furthermore, the Sin+Sor
group had the highest apoptosis rate of liver tumor cells.

Effects of Sin on the levels of inflammatory cytokines in rat liver tumor tissue and the contents of ALT and AST in rat plasma

The results in Figure 3 show that the levels of IL-2, IL-6 and TNF-α in the liver tumor tissue of the Sin, Sor, and Sin+Sor group were significantly lower than those of the Con group, while the level of IL-10 did not change significantly. Moreover, the levels of ALT and AST in the plasma of the rats in the Sin, Sor, and Sin+Sor group were significantly lower than those in the Con group. The improvement of inflammatory factors and ALT and AST levels in the Sin+Sor group was better than that in the Sin group and Sor group.

Sin reduced the number of erythrocytes, leukocytes and platelets in rat plasma

The effect of Sin on the number of erythrocytes, leukocytes and platelets in the plasma of rats observed by light microscope is shown in Figure 4. It could be observed that the numbers of erythrocytes, leukocytes and platelets in the plasma of the Sin, Sor, and Sin+Sor group were lower than those of the Con group. Moreover, the numbers of erythrocytes, leukocytes and platelets in the plasma of Sin+Sor group were lower than those of Sin group and Sor group.

Sin reduced the expression levels of Ki-67, CD44 and VEGF in liver tumor tissues of rats

The immunohistochemical results are shown in Figure 5. The expression levels of Ki-67, CD44 and VEGF in liver tumor tissues of rats in the Sin, Sor, and Sin+Sor group were lower than those in the Con group.

Sin reduced the expression levels of CD31 in liver tumor tissues of rats

The immunofluorescence results are shown in Figure 6. The protein expression of CD31 in the liver tumor tissue of the Sin, Sor, and Sin+Sor was significantly lower than
that of the Con group. The combined effect of Sin+Sor was better than that of Sin and Sor alone.

**Effects of Sin on the expressions of cell apoptosis and the cycle-related proteins in rat liver tumor tissues**

The western blot results are shown in Figure 7. The levels of Bax, Cleaved-caspase 3/Pro-caspase 3, P21 and P27 proteins in the rat liver tumor tissue of the Sin, Sor, and Sin+Sor group were higher than those of the Con group, while the levels of Bcl-2, Cyclin D1, CDK4, CDK6 and Survivin were lower than those in the Con group. The effect of Sin+Sor group on cell apoptosis and cycle-related proteins is better than that of Sin, Sor group.

**Discussion**

Liver carcinoma is one of the malignant tumors that seriously threaten human health (Tang et al., 2018). Research on new treatment methods and drugs for liver cancer has always been a hot spot in clinical and basic research (Dawkins et al., 2019), and rat animal models also play an indispensable role in liver carcinoma research. Ultrasound-guided injection inoculation is one of the transplantation methods to establish orthotopic liver cancer models with few trauma for experimental animals. What’s more, the orthotopic liver cancer model established by B-ultrasound has a higher tumor formation rate and faster growth rate, and ultrasound can monitor the growth of tumors *in vivo*, which has certain advantages (Chan et al., 2010). In this study, we established a rat orthotopic liver cancer model under the guidance of B-ultrasound, and then found that the volume of the in situ tumor was significantly higher on the 20th day of modeling than on the 5th and 10th day.

Sin is an alkaloid with antitumor effects on various cancers (Cao et al., 2021; Song et al., 2022). Studies have found that Sin can alleviate alcohol-induced liver injury and promote liver injury cell apoptosis (Lu et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2020). This is similar to the result that Sin can alleviate the pathological damage of rat liver tumor tissue and promote the apoptosis of liver tumor tissue in this study. Previous studies have shown
that Sin can regulate the levels of IL-6, IL-12, IL-10 and TNF-α in rheumatoid arthritis mice and dry eye mice (Liu et al., 2018; Li et al., 2020). Furthermore, Sin can also reduce the levels of ALT and AST in the serum of mice with liver injury (Chen et al., 2020). Our study showed that Sin decreased IL-2, IL-6 and TNF-α levels in rat liver tumor tissue and ALT and AST levels in rat plasma. This further illustrates that Sin can reduce inflammatory factors and AST/ALT levels, to suppress the inflammatory environment and alleviate liver injury, thus inhibiting liver carcinoma progression. Moreover, Sin combined with Sor reduced the levels of IL-2, IL-6 and TNF-α in rat liver tumor tissue and the levels of ALT and AST in rat plasma better than Sin or Sor alone. This indicated that Sin addition has a synergetic effect on Sor for tumor inhibition.

The development of hepatocellular carcinoma in situ activates the body's inflammatory and immune responses, resulting in increased white blood cell counts. He et al found that platelets promoted the proliferation of hepatocellular carcinoma cells (He et al., 2017). In previous years, erythroid-associated parameters have been indicated to be linked to liver-associated diseases (Hu et al., 2013; Wei et al., 2016). A previous study has reported that the erythrocyte count in peripheral blood was associated with survival after surgery in patients with primary liver cancer (Xie et al., 2015). In this study, the numbers of erythrocytes, leukocytes and platelets were highly expressed in the peripheral blood of rats, and the levels of erythrocytes, leukocytes and platelets were reversed after Sin treatment. In addition, Sin combined with Sor was found to be more effective in reducing erythrocytes, leukocytes and platelets than Sin or Sor administered alone in this study.

The expression of Ki-67 has been recognized as a good indicator of tumor proliferation (Abdel-Hamid et al., 2022). CD44 plays a role in the invasion and metastasis of tumor cells (Tan et al., 2022). VEGF expression is positively correlated with tumor size (Deng et al., 2022). In addition, Kato et al found that overexpression of Ki-67, CD44 and VEGF all promoted tumorigenesis (Kato et al., 2020). In this study, Ki-67, CD44, and VEGF were highly expressed in liver tumor tissues, and the levels of Ki-67, CD44, and VEGF were reversed after Sin treatment. Similar studies found that Sin reduced Ki-67 expression in esophageal cancer and VEGF expression in arthritic...
mice (Fu et al., 2018; Feng et al., 2019). Furthermore, we found that Sin could reduce the expression of CyclinD1, Bcl-2, CDK4, CDK6 and Survivin and increase the expression of Bax, Cleaved-caspase-3/pro-caspase-3, P21 and P27 in rat liver tumor tissue. This is similar to the results of previous studies on the effect of Sin on apoptosis, cycle and the expression of new apoptosis-related proteins in tumor tissues (Wang et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2021). In addition, in this study Sin combined with Sor in rats with hepatocellular carcinoma in situ the treatment effect was better.

This study mainly discussed the establishment of rat orthotopic liver carcinoma under the guidance of B-ultrasound, and the research on the resistance of Sin to liver carcinoma. However, this study also has certain limitations. The mechanism of action of Sin on liver carcinoma has not yet been stated clearly and needs to be further explored.

In conclusion, this study established a rat orthotopic liver carcinoma under the guidance of B-ultrasound based on previous work and demonstrated the therapeutic effect of Sin on liver carcinoma, which provides a theoretical and experimental basis for the treatment of liver carcinoma.
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Figure captions

Figure 1. Ultrasound monitoring of rat liver cancer before and after orthotopic liver cancer model treatment with Sin. Sin: Sinomenine, Sor: Sorafenib, Sin+Sor: Sinomenine combined with Sorafenib. Data are expressed as mean±SD, n=6. One-way ANOVA analysis of variance was used to compare data differences among multiple groups, and Tukey test was used for comparison between groups. Shapiro-Wilk was used to test the normality of the data. Compared with the control group, ▲▲P<0.01. Compared with the Sin group, ##P<0.01. Compared with the Sor group, *P<0.05.

Figure 2. Effects of Sin on histopathological changes and apoptosis of rat liver tumors. a: HE staining on the pathological changes of rat liver tumor tissue (×200, 400); b: Tunel staining on the apoptosis of rat liver tumor tissue cells (×400). Sin: Sinomenine, Sor: Sorafenib, Sin+Sor: Sinomenine combined with Sorafenib. Data are expressed as mean±SD, n=6. One-way ANOVA analysis of variance was used to compare data differences among multiple groups, and Tukey test was used for comparison between groups. Shapiro-Wilk was used to test the normality of the data. Compared with the control group, ▲▲P<0.01. Compared with the Sin group, ##P<0.01. Compared with the Sor group, *P<0.05, **P<0.01.

Figure 3. The effect of Sin on the levels of IL-2, IL-6, IL-10, TNF-α in rat liver tumor tissue and the contents of ALT and AST in rat plasma. Sin: Sinomenine, Sor: Sorafenib, Sin+Sor: Sinomenine combined with Sorafenib. Data are expressed as mean±SD, n=8. One-way ANOVA analysis of variance was used to compare data differences among multiple groups, and Tukey test was used for comparison between groups. Shapiro-Wilk was used to test the normality of the data. Compared with the control group, ▲P<0.05, ▲▲P<0.01. Compared with the Sin group, ##P<0.01. Compared with the Sor group, *P<0.05, **P<0.01.

Figure 4. Effects of Sin on the number of erythrocytes, leukocytes and platelets in peripheral blood of rats. Sin: Sinomenine, Sor: Sorafenib, Sin+Sor: Sinomenine combined with Sorafenib. Data are expressed as mean±SD, n=8. One-way ANOVA
analysis of variance was used to compare data differences among multiple groups, and Tukey test was used for comparison between groups. Shapiro-Wilk was used to test the normality of the data. Compared with the control group, ▲ $P<0.05$, ▲▲ $P<0.01$. Compared with the Sin group, ## $P<0.01$. Compared with the Sor group, * $P<0.05$.

**Figure 5.** Sin reduces the expression of Ki-67, CD44 and VEGF in rat liver tumor tissue. The expression of Ki-67, CD44 and VEGF were analyzed by immunohistochemistry staining (×400) Sin: Sinomenine, Sor: Sorafenib, Sin+Sor: Sinomenine combined with Sorafenib. Data are expressed as mean±SD, $n=6$. One-way ANOVA analysis of variance was used to compare data differences among multiple groups, and Tukey test was used for comparison between groups. Shapiro-Wilk was used to test the normality of the data. Compared with the control group, ▲ $P<0.05$, ▲▲ $P<0.01$. Compared with the Sin group, ## $P<0.01$.

**Figure 6.** Sin reduces the expression of CD31 in rat liver tumor tissue. Sin: Sinomenine, Sor: Sorafenib, Sin+Sor: Sinomenine combined with Sorafenib. Data are expressed as mean±SD, $n=6$. One-way ANOVA analysis of variance was used to compare data differences among multiple groups, and Tukey test was used for comparison between groups. Shapiro-Wilk was used to test the normality of the data. Compared with the control group, ▲ $P<0.05$, ▲▲ $P<0.01$. Compared with the Sin group, ## $P<0.01$. Compared with the Sor group, * $P<0.05$.

**Figure 7.** Effects of Sin on the expression of Bcl-2, Bax, Cleaved-caspase3/pro-caspase3, Cyclin D1, CDK4, CDK6, P21, P27 and Survivin proteins in rat liver tumor tissue. Sin: Sinomenine, Sor: Sorafenib, Sin+Sor: Sinomenine combined with Sorafenib. Data are expressed as mean±SD, $n=3$. One-way ANOVA analysis of variance was used to compare data differences among multiple groups, and Tukey test was used for comparison between groups. Shapiro-Wilk was used to test the normality of the data. Compared with the control group, ▲ $P<0.05$, ▲▲ $P<0.01$. Compared with the Sin group, # $P<0.05$, ## $P<0.01$. Compared with the Sor group, * $P<0.05$, ** $P<0.01$. 
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